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Two Comprehensive Resources – One Definitive Reference Collection



essential literary collections 
for any library 
EBSCO’s Literary Reference Center™ databases provide users with a 
broad spectrum of information on thousands of authors and their 
works across literary disciplines and timeframes. These full-text da-
tabases combine information from major respected reference works, 
books, literary journals, and original content from EBSCO Publishing to 
create two comprehensive literary resources. Both resources provide 
students, professors, and researchers with a complete foundation of 
literary reference works to meet any and all of their research needs.

superior content 
for all literary research 
Both the Literary Reference Center and Literary Reference Center Plus 
collections contain an expansive collection of author biographies, 
plot summaries & work overviews, full-text essays from leading pub-
lishers, literary reference books & monographs, cover-to-cover full 
text for literary magazines & journals, book reviews from the most 
prestigious publications, poems from hundreds of sources, short  
stories, classic texts, author interviews, and much more.

major reference works 
from prestigious literary publishers

Literary Reference Center and Literary Reference Center Plus provide 
users with access to several of the most renowned literary reference 
resources, including:

�� Merriam Webster’s Encyclopedia of Literature
�� Continuum Encyclopedia of American Literature
�� Continuum Encyclopedia of British Literature
�� Continuum Encyclopedia of Children’s Literature
�� The New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics
�� Beacham’s Research Guide to Biography  

and Criticism (six volumes)
�� The Oxford Illustrated History  

of English Literature
�� The Columbia Companion to the  

20th Century American Short Story 
�� Masterplots and Masterplots II
�� All of MagillOnLiterature Plus™

Literary Reference Center Plus contains everything in 
Literary Reference Center, as well as the following 
additional resources: 

Read “The Tragedy of King Lear”

Read “Much Ado About Nothing”

Read “Romeo and Juliet”

Watch a scene from “Hamlet”

Literary-Historical Timeline

Encyclopedia of Literature

Dictionary

Citation Help

Research Guide

Shakespeare Summer Reading

Reference Shelf

0Literary videos 72

0Study guides 40

1,492Reference books 2,780

8,231Classic texts 8,231

6,280Author interviews 6,896

19,233Classic & contemporary short stories 22,274

75,727Classic & contemporary poems 94,259

Plot summaries, synopses, and 
work overviews

34,381 34,381

Book reviews 683,143 691,912

179,396 181,826Author biographies

630450Literary journals

89,25288,455Articles/essays of literary criticism

full-text content contained in the 
literary reference databases lrc lrc 

plus

full-text literary reference books/works
over 1,230 additional titles
Titles focus on plays/drama, poetry, religious literature,  
children’s literature, Hispanic literature, and other areas 

additional full-text literary journals & magazines
over 180 added
Titles focus on multi-cultural studies, folklore, Latin American  
literature, and historical literature 

new contemporary literature titles from  
salem press 
35 volumes included 
Titles relate to Fantasy/Science Fiction, Contemporary Literature,  
World Philosophy, Quotations In Context, Religious Literature,  
and Biographies of Nobel Literature Prize Winners 

full-text literary study guides
40 study guides covering:

�� American Literature — helping students explore 
novels and plays by American authors 
�� English Literature — helping students with the 
study of novels, poems, and plays 
�� Literary Genres — helping students understand 
the characteristics of different forms of literature 

literary videos 
72 literary videos 
Videos pertaining to classic literary works and authors

n literary/historical timeline 
Enables users to easily identify 
literary historical milestones from 
antiquity to the present day with  
a geographic perspective

n citation tool

Enables the user to save, print, or email 
articles in the database while creating 
bibliographic citations using one of six 
major citation formats (MLA, Chicago, 
APA, and more)

n literary glossary

Provides users with detailed defini-
tions of terms often associated with 
literature and literary topics

n browse authors

The Browse Authors screen provides 
access to editor-selected Author  
Profiles and filters by:

n Country

n Culture

n Genre

n Movement
of literary reference works  
from many different publishers

Literary Reference Center contains…

hundreds 

Additional features  
available in both  

Literary Reference databases

Literary eBooks
EBSCO offers a rapidly growing 
collection of core eBooks that 
provide the most convenient 
and powerful access to leading 
literary titles—from literature 
classics to literary guides. 
Browse individual titles or  
select hand-crafted Subject 
Sets featuring front list titles.

Also Available
from EBSCO...

Visit www.netlibrary.com to learn more.

230,000+

and Growing...Titles

 � A Passage to India 
 � A to Z of American  

 Women Writers
 � Brave New World
 � Critical Companion to  

 Jane Austen: A Literary  
 Reference to Her Life and Work

 � The Hero’s Journey
 � How to Read World Literature
 � Literary Theory: The Basics
 � The Scarlet Letter
 � Writing Well: The  

 Essential Guide

Featured titles: 

Literary
Subject Sets

include:
�■ College Success
�■ Writing & Literature  

 Guides
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Notable EBSCOhost® Features

Search Box Builder
This tool enables library administrators to create a  
customized search box, which can be placed on any page 
of a library’s website, to provide users with instant access 
to the library’s EBSCOhost resources.

Research Databases

Search H

Take EBSCOhost
 

for a Walk.
EBSCOhost Mobile — designed to work 
with most mobile devices, supporting 
features such as:

• Basic Searching

• HTML and PDF Full Text

• Search Modes

• Limiters

• Image Quick View

• Image Collection

• Emailing Articles

• Preferences

• Multi-database 
Searching

NEW

Support, Training & Free Resources

■ Comprehensive Training & Support Coverage 
 Through our Customer Satisfaction team, we offer numerous complimentary training options, including: context 

specific tutorials, guides and outlines on a variety of topics, live Web courses, as well as customized and on-site 
trainings. All customers worldwide have access to a toll-free Customer Support line seven days a week and receive 
knowledgeable and timely responses to their service inquires via phone, email or the Support Site.

■ Industry Leading Support Site & Knowledge Base
 All customers have 24x7 online access to the EBSCO Support Site and Knowledge Base. We offer quick 

access to over 1,500 continually updated support tools, including: FAQs, User Guides, Help Sheets, Best 
Practice Guides, a library of instructive Tutorials, and much more.

■ Free Resources
 Spread the word about your databases and increase usage  

through a great suite of free resources:

■ Rich guides, resources and tips on funding and marketing

■ Printable communication tools and promotional event kits

■ Downloadable logos & Web buttons

■ Customizable posters, bookmarks, flyers, and more


